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Game Description 
(for Players)

Ancient Egypt meets the digital era in Rise of Giza PowerNudge™, the 
10-payline videoslot where the Scarab lands as a Scatter overlay 
symbol, triggering the Free Games for three collected. The Free Spins 
unlock the progressive feature that increases the multiplier by 1x with 
every nudge and every following Free Spin!
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Theme:   
Ancient Egypt

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
5
 
Symbols:  
8

Paylines:  
10

Progressive:  
No

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
No

Free Spins feature:  
Yes

Game ID:  
vs10nudgeit

Default RTP:  
96.49%

Bet Multiplier 
10
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Nudge feature:
Nudge is a form of re-spin when certain reel moves 
by N positions, and certain symbols move out of the 
screen, and certain symbols move into the screen.
Player does not pay for nudge.
Win on any line will cause the related reels to nudge 
by 1 position down.
After the nudge, win lines are again detected and 
paid.
Nudge will continue as long as after the nudge there 
is a win on any line.
Nudge may happen both on base and free spins.
If there was scatter overlay on certain symbol, and 
that symbol nudged 1 position down, scatter is also 
moved 1 position down, but does not increase the 
scatter bar once again.

Free spins feature:
During the base and free spins  
the scatter bar is being  
accumulated, based on the amount  
of the new scatters that appeared on  
the screen.
Scatter bar is being reset after the free and base spin, 
and their related nudge re-spins have finished. 3 and 
more scatters inside the bar grant 8 free-spins, 4 
grant 10, 5 – 12 and so on.
For example during the base spin 3 scatters appeared 
on the screen. Because there is a win on base spin, 
nudge re-spin is given to the player. During the re-
spin 2 more scatters appear. There is no win on re-
spin, so the round is finished, and 5 scatters grant 12 
free spins. The same situation on the free-spin would 
grant the same extra amount of free spins.
After finishing of last free spin if the winning amount is 
less than 5x Total Bet then, Player will get a extra free 
spin and this will continue until player wins at least 5x 
Total bet.
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Multiplier during free spins:
Free spins start with a multiplier 1.
After every free spin and any nudge re-spin on that 
free-spin, multiplier is increased by 1.
Any win during free-spin or nudge on re-spin is 
immediately multiplied by the current multiplier.

Free spins purchase:
Free Spins Purchase is the opportunity for user to start 
Free Spins manually
Game logic of bought Free Spin session is the same 
like for regular Free Spins session
User can buy Free Spins game before every base spin 
(not Free spin or Re-spin)
User pays extra credits for start. Bet is 800.
When user buys free spins, one regular spin runs 
first. 3 or more guaranteed scatters land on random 
positions on this spin. This scatters trigger Free spin 
session by regular way. If there was any win during 
the base spin, it would also trigger the nudge re-spin 
before the Free spin session is being activated.

Max win:
Max win for round is limited by 4000x total bet.
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Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


